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S

ection 1075 of the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act, known as the
Durbin Amendment, requires the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors to cap the debit card interchange
fees that large banks charge.1 These fees, charged
to merchants every time consumers swipe their
debit cards, have long been a source of controversy.
Since the 1980s, as the volume of card transactions
increased, retailers have complained that the fees are
too high because large banks and card network companies collude to fix prices.2 Retailers are currently
engaged in an antitrust class action lawsuit over credit card interchange fees, and it is likely a similar suit
would have been filed over debit card interchange fees
had the Durbin Amendment not been enacted.3
The Durbin Amendment represents a major policy mistake because it forced Congress into a role for
which it is ill-suited: adjudicating legal disputes. Of
the three branches of the U.S. government, the judicial branch was set up for exactly this purpose. Congress is not set up to be a finder of fact in legal disputes.
More than a century ago, with the 1890 Sherman Act,
Congress created the basic legal framework for resolving anticompetitive price-fixing disputes, so there is
absolutely no reason that the federal courts cannot
adjudicate any such dispute over interchange fees.
This paper, in its entirety, can be found at
http://report.heritage.org/ib4644
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Washington, DC 20002
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Nothing written here is to be construed as necessarily reflecting the views
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This Issue Brief provides an overview of the debit
card interchange fee dispute, and argues that repealing the Durbin Amendment would be a victory for
the rule of law that is consistent with the separation
of powers created by the Constitution.

Card Interchange Fee Controversy

Retail consumers may not realize it, but they are
essentially in the middle of a series of transactions—
and a huge controversy—every time they swipe their
cards to make a purchase. This series of transactions,
for every single purchase, involves the following clients:
nn

The retail customer (the cardholder);

nn

The retail store (the merchant);

nn

The cardholder’s bank (the card-issuing bank);

nn

The merchant’s bank; and

nn

The network platform (the card association,
often Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American
Express).4

When a retail customer swipes his card to make
a purchase, he signals the merchant’s bank to estimate whether he (the cardholder) has enough funds
to make the purchase. This electronic information
is sent, via the network platform, back to the cardholder’s bank, which either authorizes or denies the
sale. When the cardholder’s bank approves a purchase, it keeps a percentage of the sale amount and
then sends the remainder, via the network platform,
to the merchant’s bank. The network platform and
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the merchant’s bank also keep a percentage of the
sale amount for their services.
Collectively, these percentages are referred to as
interchange fees, and they typically sum to approximately 2 percent.5 Because it is significant for any lowprofit-margin retailer to lose this amount of the sales
price, interchange fees are a long running controversy among retailers.6 Merchants voluntarily contract to accept cards in their stores, and many choose
to contract with Visa and MasterCard networks
because doing so provides access to a large customer
base. Still, many retailers have long complained that
they have little ability to negotiate these fees. Some
even argue that card networks and issuing banks represent price-fixing cartels that use “market power to
set excessively high interchange fees.”7
In 2011, Senator Richard Durbin (D–IL) echoed
these complaints in a letter to Wells Fargo Chief
Executive John Stumpf. According to Durbin, “[I]
nterchange fee rates are uniformly and centrally
fixed by the card network companies Visa and MasterCard on behalf of Wells Fargo and thousands of

other banks.”8 More than one century ago, Congress
established the legal framework for remedying price
fixing and other anticompetitive behaviors such as
those charged against card-issuing banks and the
network companies: anti-trust law.

Anti-Trust Remedy

The core provisions of federal anti-trust law are
found in the 1890 Sherman Act and the 1914 Clayton Act, both of which have been refined over time
through amendment.9 The Department of Justice
and the Federal Trade Commission enforce federal
anti-trust law, and price fixing is one of the behaviors traditionally deemed unlawful. However, the
U.S. Supreme Court recently ruled that:
The possession of monopoly power, and the concomitant charging of monopoly prices, is not
only not unlawful; it is an important element
of the free-market system. The opportunity
to charge monopoly prices—at least for a short
period—is what attracts “business acumen” in
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valorem amount that corresponds to the average pertransaction fraud losses of the median card issuer, as
estimated by the Federal Reserve.18 Price caps were
not applied to the fees charged by the card networks.
The interchange fee on the typical transaction is
now approximately half the pre-Dodd–Frank fee, but
early evidence suggests that the Durbin Amendment
Retail merchants do not enjoy paying fees, but has had “limited and unequal impact” on reducing
the question of whether the card networks and card- merchants’ overall cost of accepting debit cards.19
issuing banks engaged in illegal anticompetitive
behavior, such as collusive price fixing, should be Conclusion
settled in federal court. Instead, Senator Durbin’s
The Durbin Amendment, or Section 1075 of the
amendment to the Dodd–Frank Act made Con- Dodd–Frank Act, requires the Federal Reserve to
gress (and the Federal Reserve) the ultimate judge cap the debit card interchange fees that large banks
and jury by implementing a federal price control on charge retail merchants. This outcome has been porinterchange fees.11
trayed as a victory for consumers, but it is doubtful
that these reduced fees will ever result in lower conThe Durbin Amendment
sumer prices. More importantly, the Durbin AmendSection 1075 of the Dodd–Frank Act amended the ment is a defeat for the rule of law because it forces
Electronic Fund Transfer Act12 by adding a new sec- Congress into adjudicating a legal dispute.
tion 920 regarding debit card interchange fees.13 The
For decades, retailers have accused card-issuing
statute requires the Fed to set these debit card trans- banks and card network companies of colluding to
action fees so that they are “reasonable and propor- fix prices, and Congress long ago established the legal
tional to the cost incurred by the issuer with respect to framework for resolving these types of disputes. The
the transaction.”14 The statute also exempts any card- Durbin Amendment, instead of allowing courts to fulfill
issuer which, “together with its affiliates,” has assets of their well-established role, places federal price controls
less than $10 billion.15 In other words, small banks that on banks. Congress should not arbitrarily appoint itself
issue debit cards are exempt from the price controls.
the final judge and jury in discrete antitrust disputes.
The Fed’s final rule, issued in July 2011, stipulates Repealing the Durbin Amendment would help restore
that an “issuer may not charge or receive any inter- the separation of powers created by the Constitution.
change transaction fee that exceeds the sum of $0.21
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the first place; it induces risk taking that produces innovation and economic growth. To safeguard the incentive to innovate, the possession
of monopoly power will not be found unlawful
unless it is accompanied by an element of anticompetitive conduct.10
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